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	Managing files and finding stuff after you’ve organized it are things you’ll know about after reading this chapter. The chapter also covers loading up on applications, both from the App Store and directly from developers’ Web sites. (If you’re not sure now what the differences are, don’t worry. The installing applications Project will drop that knowledge on you, as the kids say.)


	 


	The power of Lion, at your fingertips. With the new Multi-Touch gestures in Mac OS X Lion, you can swipe, pinch, and tap your way to managing your Mac and organizing your life. Want your pictures to stand out? Grab files off the Mac at home while on the road? Tune out distractions? In this practical hands-on guide to Mac OS X Lion, you learn how to

	
		Throw away your DVDs: Encode an entire season of your favorite TV shows and manage the episodes from iTunes.


	
		Stay in touch: Have a video chat with far-off friends with iChat Theatre.


	
		Captivate your audience: Make a vacation slideshow that doesn’t stink.


	
		Keep your relatives informed: Build a family website with RapidWeaver.


	
		Survive the crash: Create an easy and comprehensive backup plan to secure your personal photos, movies, music, and more.


	
		Express yourself: Write and record podcasts worth listening to.


	
		Plus many more useful projects—both big and small—to help you do stuff with Mac OS X Lion.
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Logic in Computer Science: Modelling and Reasoning about SystemsCambridge University Press, 2004
"Huth and Ryan explain a variety of fundamental topics in formal computer science logic and help readers understand how to follow and expand on them."   H.J. Bender, Any Language Communications, Inc., CHOICE

"Readers searching for a good book on formal methods will find it here."    Choice     

       The...
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Problems in Physics for IIT JEE - Vol. IIMcGraw-Hill, 2017

	Please READ DESCRIPTION Before Buying. The item is Brand New Paperback International/South Asian Edition textbook with 100 % identical Contents as US Edition. Shipped Same Day. Will be dispatched fast. 100% Satisfaction. Great Customer Service, Buy with Confidence, Front Cover May Differ. Ships to PO or APO. May have printed "NOT FOR SALE...
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Data-Warehouse-Systeme kompakt: Aufbau, Architektur, Grundfunktionen (Xpert.press) (German Edition)Springer, 2011

	In dem Buch werden Data-Warehouse-Systeme als einheitliche, zentrale, vollständige, historisierte und analytische IT-Plattform untersucht und ihre Rolle für die Datenanalyse und für Entscheidungsfindungsprozesse dargestellt. Dabei behandelt der Autor die einzelnen Komponenten, die für den Aufbau, die Architektur und den...
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FORTRAN 90 for Scientists and EngineersButterworth-Heinemann, 1994
The Fortran 90 standard represents the first significant change in Fortran in over 20 years,
and brings it into line with most modern structured programming languages. This book is
one of a handful on Fortran 90, and one of even fewer in which every program (unless
otherwise clearly stated) has been tested on a working compiler: the...
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Documentum Content Management Foundations: EMC Proven Professional Certification Exam E20-120 Study GuidePackt Publishing, 2007
This is a complete study guide including study material and practice questions to prepare for the EMC Proven Professional certification Exam E20-120. It can also serve Documentum beginners and practitioners as a handy guide and quick reference to the technical fundamentals that is fully up to date for Documentum 5.3. Beginners are introduced to...
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R PackagesO'Reilly, 2015

	
		Turn your R code into packages that others can easily download and use. This practical book shows you how to bundle reusable R functions, sample data, and documentation together by applying author Hadley Wickham’s package development philosophy. In the process, you’ll work with devtools, roxygen, and testthat, a set of R...
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